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Finding New Materials – A Chemical Perspec ve 

Finding new materials that are of interest to materials physicists is, in my view, best done by using the insights and 
tools of solid‐state chemistry to direct exploratory synthesis towards finding materials with poten ally new  

electronic and magne c proper es. Unfortunately, however, most solid‐state chemists do not feel comfortable 
with the language of physics, and on the other side, materials physicists do not in general understand the  

complexi es of chemistry and its language. I intend in this talk to describe some of the specific examples of new 
materials that we have found in recent years with a physics‐chemistry connec on in mind, with a par cular  

emphasis on the ones we found on doing syntheses at moderate pressures. Theore cal physicists, who I personally 
find to be lots of fun, seem even further in research culture from “bench chemists”, making connec ons with them 
even harder ‐ although it is the theorists who most o en live in gardens of untested ideas. Some of the materials 

described in this talk you may find interes ng and others not so interes ng. The main idea is to keep trying,  
propose and find new materials to see what s cks, welcome collabora ons, and never give up.  
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